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In traditional recognition tasks of neural networks a potential landscape or cost

function guides the system towards patterns using a gradient dynamics. That is

not how the brain works as its dynamics is far from equilibrium. We present an

alternative and proof of principle for pattern recovery in a nonequilibrium model

whereby only time-symmetric kinetics are altered. As a mathematical model, a

random walker on a randomly-oriented complete graph is subject to a finite driving

in the direction of the arcs. Some vertices of the graph represent patterns. A first

algorithm constructs basins of attraction for these patterns. A second algorithm

updates the time-symmetric factors in the transition rates, in order for the walker

to quickly reach a pattern and remain there for a sufficiently long time, whenever

starting from a vertex in its basin of attraction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Biological activity is closely dependent on nonequilibrium conditions. More specifically,

for what is probably the most complicated system on Earth, it is rather easy to verify

that the human brain functions far from equilibrium. The evidence covers various levels of

description, starting at the smallest scales of individual neurons and their nonequilibrium

dynamics [1]. On the other end, using whole-brain imaging, large-scale nonequilibrium

dynamics can be detected as well [2]. That should not be surprising, as the nonequilibrium

dynamics of biological systems are required to avoid maximum entropy states, i.e., post-

poning thermal death by constant energy consumption and heat dissipation, [3].

In fact, the brain is one of the most demanding open systems in the body: fast synaptic

signaling of neurons is metabolically expensive, e.g. from the transport of electric charges
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through pumps, [4, 5]. Even though the human brain constitutes only 2% of the body

weight, the energy-consuming processes that ensure proper brain function account for

approximately 25% of total body glucose–utilization, taking 20% of the body’s oxygen

supply at rest [6, 7].

Also directly by inspecting time-series of the brain and neuronal activity, the breaking of

time-reversal symmetry has been established. In [2, 8] (using a similar method to [9]), it

was found that brain activity time series recorded during the conscious state significantly

differ from the inverted version of the same data; that was not the case for unconscious

states. It supports the idea that when the brain dynamics is chemically or physically

farther from equilibrium, the recorded time series signals are irreversible. A lower level of

consciousness appears to bring it closer to equilibrium and the signal also becomes more

time-symmetric. In particular, the electrocorticography signals from non-human primates

under different levels of consciousness show that temporal irreversibility of neural dynamics

relates to different states of consciousness, [10].

Indeed, if the physical or cognitive tasks become more demanding, the brain produces more

entropy. Yet, interestingly, the metabolic rate is only increased by about (not more than)

10% when the brain is stimulated, as has been demonstrated by imaging experiments [11].

As proposed by Raichle and Mintun in [12], the latter result suggests that the intrinsic

activity of the brain, which counts as the baseline neural activity, can be as significant as,

if not more than, acquiring new information and responding to changing contingencies.

Following that line of thinking, in what follows we fix the metabolic rate at a high level, i.e.,

the irreversible work done by the chemical fuel to transport activity between two “close”

regions is considered given. Yet, the process of storing and memorizing patterns will involve

frenetic (i.e., nondissipative and time-symmetric) components while taking place against

that background of constant driving.

In nonequilibrium models, adding a potential to guide the system towards stored patterns

does not work as used in traditional setups of neural networks and machine learning. In

other words, when time-reversibility is absent in the open system stationary dynamics, we

should not expect a thermodynamic free energy landscape, cost, or loss function to guide

the variational relaxation to a nearby pattern. Even the traditional methods of irreversible

thermodynamics, where fluxes are linear functions of driving forces, would not do as they
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typically do not take into account fluctuations and nonlinearities arising from digital

processing. However, the positive news is that for nonequilibrium processes, even in the

Markov approximation, time-symmetric kinetic parameters start to matter greatly; see e.g.

[13–15]. We explain more on that phenomenon in Section II. In fact, population selection,

kinetic proofreading, error-correcting, and pattern recognition are different melodies on the

same theme [15–17]. They all occur in biological systems and under nonequilibrium driving,

e.g. in the form of ATP hydrolysis, they make use of time-symmetric kinetics to obtain

the required goal. Those kinetic parameters are invisible in the stationary (equilibrium)

population statistics for detailed balance dynamics but they can make all the difference out

of equilibrium.

In the present paper, we take seriously the nonequilibrium condition of neuronal networks

but we do not try to model neurons and their connections directly. Rather, we take a

coarse-grained view and think of vertices in a complete graph as possibly different locations

of activity. We will have a random walker hopping to neighboring vertices to represent the

transport of that activity, e.g. realized by neuronal firing and charge transport. The goal

of the work is to recover patterns stored within nodes. Indeed, a “pattern” is represented

by a node in the graph, and the arrival of the random walker at such a pattern vertex is

meant to correspond to the cognitive activity of recovery. Quite naturally, in our setup as

in real brains, no direct image of a pattern is simply copied on or represented in an actual

neuronal configuration.

Far from providing a neurophysiological scheme, the goal of the paper is to create a novel

context of ideas for pattern storage and recovery in bioactive systems. There are two

learning steps. In the first step the brain creates basins of attraction for the various patterns.

In the second, it learns to connect the locations in each basin with its corresponding pattern

by altering the frenetic components of the dynamics of the random walk. We call the

general idea of the second step frenetic steering.

The next section gives more specific background about the main idea of the paper in the

context of Markov jump processes. Section III specifies the problem to be solved, which

is basically about classifying states and finding the representative pattern in each class

without gradient dynamics. The first learning step, about generating basins of attraction, is
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explained in Section IV. Section V gives the method of frenetic steering. The performance

of the algorithm is discussed in Section VI.

II. FRENESY VERSUS ENTROPY

An important and general aspect of growth and functioning is selection. If we leave

things to equilibrium, selection needs to be based on thermodynamic landscaping. We

basically modify the thermodynamic potential(s) and invoke the thermodynamic variational

principle(s) to select a certain macroscopic condition. It is a version of maximizing the

entropy for given constraints. The implementation is via gradient flow in that landscape

toward the selected minima. A mesoscopic version of that is obtained from the detailed

balance condition of say Markov jump processes. We imagine then a finite irreducible

graph, and transition rates k(x, y) > 0 for hopping over an edge x → y. Let us use the

parametrization

k(x, y) = a(x, y) es(x,y)/2 (1)

where a(x, y) = a(y, x) > 0 is symmetric and s(x, y) = −s(y, x) is antisymmetric. Detailed

balance means that there exists a potential V defined on the vertices so that for all edges,

s(x, y) = β[V (x)− V (y)], where β is some inverse noise strength (like inverse temperature).

In that case, the symmetric prefactors a(x, y) become irrelevant for the static fluctuations.

In fact, the stationary distribution of that reversible Markov process is simply the Gibbs

equilibrium

ρeq(x) =
1

Z
e−βV (x)

concentrated on the minima of potential V for large β. That equilibrium distribution is

minimizing the free energy functional

1

β
F [µ] =

∑
x

V (x)µ(x) +
∑
x

µ(x) log µ(x) ≥ 1

β
F (ρeq) = − 1

β
logZ

From the moment detailed balance is violated, the symmetric prefactors a(x, y) get into

play. Then, they do contribute to changing the fluctuations, dynamic ánd static. The

stationary distribution is no longer thermodynamically determined. On the construc-

tive side, we can use the a(x, y) to modify and even select the stationary distribution.

That would be an application of the (idea of the) blowtorch theorem [18–20], where
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the time-symmetric kinetics (or, frenetic contribution) starts to govern the process.

For the general concept of frenesy, we refer to [13, 15]. This then is the basic idea

of the paper: use the symmetric prefactors a(x, y) in (1) to steer the system toward

the selected patterns, and that becomes possible from the moment detailed balance is

broken. In other words, under nonequilibrium conditions, we can change currents and

occupations (i.e., steer them) by modifying time-symmetric dynamical activity; see also [21].

For a quick illustration, we take the simplest example. Suppose we have a cycle with a

uniform driving. We are allowed to choose the time-symmetric part in the transition rates.

Specifically, we suppose a random walk on the ring Zm with m vertices and transition rates

k(x, x+ 1) = ax e
ε/2, k(x+ 1, x) = ax e

−ε/2 (2)

where ε� 1 is the large driving. Then, the stationary distribution is

ρs(x) ∝ 1

ax
, x ∈ Zm

completely determined (when ε � 1) by the symmetric factors. Hence, those activities ax

decide the most probable state. That is obviously impossible under detailed balance, when

ε = 0. Similar aspects hold then for the expected escape rates and currents.

More generally, in so-called Escherian systems, [18, 19], any two vertices in a graph are

connected both by endothermic and exothermic paths (impossible under detailed balance).

Then, the stationary distribution is completely determined by the escape rates (inverse of

lifetimes).

III. SETTING THE PROBLEM

We make the problem specific by choosing the complete graph with N vertices. We think

of it as the network in the background. That is a simplification for exploring the ideas and at

the same time, a complete graph is the most symmetric point of departure. We randomly ori-

ent every edge {x, y} by assigning, independently, variables σ(x, y) = −σ(y, x) ∈ {−1,+1}

to its two orientations (x, y) : x → y and (y, x) : y → x. When σ(x, y) = +1, we say that

the orientation x→ y is preferred. In that way, we may visualize the preferred direction by

arrows assigned to every edge of the complete graph, making it into a tournament. Fig. 1(a)
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FIG. 1: Example of a tournament (a) and an oriented graph (b), obtained by executing the

disentanglement algorithm on that tournament. The patterns are x1 = 0 (red square) and x2 = 2

(blue pentagon) and the basins are B1 = {0, 1, 3, 5} (red, full line) and B2 = {2, 4, 6, 7} (blue,

dashed line).

shows an example of a tournament.

At the same time, we put s(x, y) = ε σ(x, y), s(y, x) = −s(x, y) with ε > 0 giving the

magnitude of a nonequilibrium driving. Many loops now emerge in the network over which

a current can be maintained. That random background remains unaltered during all of

the following constructions and learning. In addition, we attach an unoriented weight

a(x, y) = a(y, x) ≥ 0 to each edge, which, in contrast, will be altered during learning follow-

ing a version of the Hebb rule [22]. They realize synaptic strengths on a coarse-grained level.

Next, we define a random walker Xt on the graph. It is interpreted as transmitter of

firing activity. The walker has transition rates k(x, y) ≥ 0 to hop over the edge x→ y with√
k(x, y)k(y, x) = a(x, y), log

k(x, y)

k(y, x)
= s(x, y) (3)

The weights {a(x, y)} are the time-symmetric activity parameters of the random walker.

They are variable and will be updated to steer the random walker.

The goal for the walker is to reach a pattern, interpreted as a condition of cognitive recall.
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More precisely, we randomly select k > 1 patterns, i.e. k different vertices {x1, x2, . . . , xk}

on the graph, which serve as targets for this random walker. The problem is to train the

walker by adapting its time-symmetric activity parameters so that the following holds:

- Draw a vertex u and start the random walker from X0 = u. We want that there is

a pattern xi so that with high probability XT = xi at time T and that the residence

time-interval I = [ti, tf ] 3 T for which Xt = xi,∀t ∈ I, has a duration |tf − ti| ≥ τ at least

τ . We then say that u is in the basin of attraction Bi of pattern xi.

- We want that for each pattern xi, i = 1, . . . , k, the number of vertices |Bi| in its basin

scales like N/k.

Moreover, altering the time-symmetric activity parameters {a(x, y)} will be done iteratively,

via supervised learning, whereby the initial value is taken uniform: aini(x, y) = a for some

a > 0 for all edges in the basins.

The first problem is to divide the network into different regions (“colors”) belonging

to one particular pattern. Depending on the random orientations, the network stores the

patterns in different basins.

In that first learning step, we run an algorithm for the successful decomposition of the

oriented graph into basins of attraction Bi, given any selection of patterns and for “any”

(random) realization of the orientation of the oriented graph. We call it the disentanglement

step. We start with that in the next section.

The second (supervised) learning step towards recovery (in Section V) wants to achieve

that starting the random walker from a vertex in Bi, it arrives ‘fast enough’ (after at most

a time T ) in xi and stays there for a good while (at least a time τ). We call it the frenetic

steering step. One should imagine here that when the walker arrives at the pattern, it

“lights up” announcing the “color” of the vertex in which the walker started. In that

interpretation, upon stimulating a region of the network (start of the random walk), after

a short time, we find out to what pattern it belongs.

The algorithms are implemented in python [23], where the library numpy [24] was used for

general calculations and the library matplotlib [25] enabled to investigate the performance

of the algorithms. The source code of the implementations of the algorithms can be found

at [26].
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In Section VI we run the algorithms and check their performance, also as a function of N, k, ε

and (what will be called) the training set size. Finally, in the conclusion Section VII, we

give an outlook including more interpretation.

IV. DISENTANGLING THE BASINS OF ATTRACTION

In the present section, we work with a general finite and connected randomly-oriented

graph. We refer to [27, 28] for standard results in graph theory. The goal of the disentangle-

ment is to decompose that randomly-oriented graph into mutually disconnected subgraphs

(basins of attraction). In reality, that should also be modeled in more detailed correspon-

dence with what happens in “structuring” the (young) brain. That is an interesting and

deep problem, where also the very notion of pattern should be made compatible with the

actual brain functioning of selection, recovery or recognition. We skip that problem here

and instead start from the presence of patterns to have an algorithm assigning vertices to a

basin in which the edges are directed to the associated pattern. The stages in the algorithm

are illustrated in Fig. 2, where each pattern is the hub and attractor of a tree-loop oriented

toward the pattern.

We give a brief explanation of the algorithm represented in Fig. 2, where the oriented

graph (background network) is not indicated however. We order the selected patterns

x1, . . . , xk and we iteratively grow a tree-loop around each pattern, i.e., a cycle (or oriented

loop) on which we find the pattern and to which are attached (oriented) trees (or hairs,

toward the cycle). The final basin Bi is also a tree-loop and the algorithm ends when no

more arcs can be added.

To begin, we look at x1 in the oriented graph and see to find (with trial and error) a

cycle of length 3, i.e., with two other distinct vertices connected by an arc making the

cycle x11 = x1 → x12 → x13 → x1, with of course x12 and x13 also different from all other

patterns. Even if we do not find such a cycle for the first pattern, we move to pattern x2

and we do the same thing: finding (or not) a cycle of length three containing x2, mutually

disjoint from all other previously selected vertices. We repeat until we finish with xk and

see if we can make it part of a three-cycle or not. We have then completed stage 1; see

Fig. 2.
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We next go again through all the patterns which have not been made part of a three-cycle

and try to see if they can be part of a four-cycle, etc until each pattern is part of some

(minimal) cycle (possibly none for some patterns). We have then completed stage 2 in

Fig. 2.

The algorithm gets finished by adding trees (edge per edge) oriented toward one of the

non-pattern vertices in the obtained cycles. That is done in an equilibrated way to make

sure that the basins all contain about the same number of vertices. In the end, every basin

is either a single vertex (no cycle was found to which the pattern belongs), or a tree-loop.

The code is freely available from github [26].

For a simple example, we turn to Fig. 1(a) showing a tournament with patterns x1 = 0

(red square) and x2 = 2 (blue pentagon). Fig. 1(b) shows the disentangled system obtained

by executing the disentanglement algorithm. We obtain for basin B1 the cycle (0, 3, 5, 0)

and the tree is (1, 5), and for basin B2 the cycle is (2, 6, 7, 2) and the tree is (4, 7).

Let us reconstruct what has happened. We first look for a cycle for each basin. We start

with basin B1 and take the subgraph by removing all vertices that are elements of the

other basins. The only other basin is B2 and it only contains the vertex 2, so we end up

with the vertices {0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. We search for a cycle of length 3 and we find (0, 3, 5, 0).

These vertices and the arcs are added to B1. Then we go to the other basin B2. The

subgraph we have to look at has the vertices {1, 2, 4, 6, 7} because B1 = {0, 3, 5}. We

search for a cycle of length 3 and find (2, 6, 7, 2) and add these vertices and the arcs to

B2. We go back to B1. The only vertices that are not assigned to any basin are 1 and

4. We take (1, 5) as tree. We go to basin B2. The only vertex left is 4. We add the tree (4, 7).

We can view the disentangling algorithm as making decisions about which edges in the

original oriented graph to keep and which to remove. However, the disentangling is not

merely a clustering or coloring of the graph as we wish to have each basin having all edges

oriented toward the corresponding pattern. In other words, the leading idea of disentangling

is to provide fast lanes to each pattern. Indeed, with reference to the next section of

frenetically steering a random walker, the purpose is to set a(x, y) = 0 for the unselected

edges {x, y} and to remain with subgraphs (basins) where in each basin the orientations

point to the pattern. Yet, on the basins, the arcs only represent the preferred direction of
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(c) stage 2 (d) finally

FIG. 2: Cartoon indicating the stages (a)–(b)–(c)–(d) in the disentangling algorithm for 4 patterns.

First, minimal cycles are added around the pattern, after which trees are attached obtaining 4 tree-

loops.

the random walker while jumps against the direction of the arcs remain possible.

The performance of the algorithm is discussed in Section VI A. Clearly, it is not surprising

that such a disentanglement algorithm exists and works well. The main purpose is to provide

proof of principle for the idea of using frenetic steering to recover a pattern, which is next.
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V. FRENETIC STEERING

We come to the second learning step, starting after the disentangling. Indeed, after

the disentanglement we have divided the graph into “rooms with a different color”, each

belonging to a unique pattern, wherein corridors give a preferred orientation as borrowed

from the background network. We put a(x, y) = 0 for all edges that are removed in the

disentanglement step.

When starting anywhere in one of those rooms, we want to quickly recall the corresponding

pattern. In order to achieve that, we alter the activity parameters during a learning

process; they will no longer be uniform. Note that we do not want to inspect the basin of

attraction globally and decide on a specific choice of time-symmetric activities in each case

of disentangling. Rather, we give an algorithm that always uses the same updating rules to

teach a random walker locally and iteratively how to quickly reach the pattern and stay

there long enough.

The general idea is that the transition rates leaving a pattern be small and that for

each state in a basin, there should be (a) fast path(s) ‘toward’ the corresponding pattern.

Supervised learning is to generate paths of the random walk and, if a path is not desirable,

to change the activity parameters in a strategic Hebbian way. We call it frenetic steering

because the updating only concerns those unoriented (time-symmetric) parameters.

In that teaching, paths are generated by randomly picking an initial state and letting the

system evolve until it leaves the state it was in at time T . The number of times we do this

defines the training set size n.

A successful path has the walker arriving in the pattern in a time less than or equal to T ,

to not leave before the time T , and to stay longer than the minimal residence time τ .

That leads to three ways in which a path can be unsuccessful.

(1) the walker has left the pattern before time T :

We decrease the activity parameters for all the transitions in the path leaving the pattern

which are in the direction of the driving.

(2) the walker never visited the pattern before time T :
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For every state in the path, we look at the next state in the path. If this next state in the

path is in the direction of the driving, we increase the activity parameters for the transition

from the original state to this next state. If the next state in the path is against the

direction of the driving, we increase the activity parameters for all the transitions leaving

the original state which are in the direction of the driving. For the last state in the path

we also increase the activity parameters for all the transitions leaving this state which are

in the direction of the driving. We take care to not increase the same activity parameters

multiple times during the handling of this case.

(3) the walker has never left the pattern before time T and was present in the pattern

at time T but the actual residence time was smaller than the minimal residence time τ :

We decrease the activity parameters for all transitions in the direction of the driving from

the last state the system is in, to a state outside the pattern.

In the iteration, the activity parameters change value proportional to their current value.

Introducing a learning rate R, where 0 ≤ R ≤ 1, we take the new or updated symmetric

part as

anew(x, y) =

 1
R
aold(x, y) when increasing

Raold(x, y) when decreasing
(4)

The input parameters for the entire algorithm are

• the travel time T and residence time τ ,

• driving value ε and initial value for the time-symmetric activity parameters a,

• learning rate R, where 0 < R < 1, and

the success will depend on the training set size n, the number N of vertices, and the pattern

number k.

As the initial uniform value (at the beginning of the frenetic steering) for the activity pa-

rameters aini(x, y) = a (for the edges that have not been removed by the disentanglement

step), we take

a =
20

T
exp

(−ε
2

)
(5)
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The prefactor (here equal to 20) is taken large enough to allow for sufficient dynamical

activity to start from. Then, most of the paths generated during the learning are of type

(1), which is the situation in which the algorithm performs best. There is however a large

range of values for a for which the algorithm performs well but for small values, say a < 1,

the walker can more easily get trapped outside the pattern and for very large values the

performance might also drop, but we have not observed this.

In what follows we take the values T = 1, ε = 5, R = 0.5, τ = 0.2. The choice for R = 0.5

seemed the most balanced, but the algorithm works well for many values for R. It works even

better for smaller values for R, but the performance starts to decrease for bigger values for R.

Of course, success is never guaranteed. There is the danger that the walker gets trapped

outside the pattern. Remember also that the arcs only represent the preferred direction

of the random walker and that jumps against the direction of the arcs are possible. At

any rate, the algorithm provides proof of principle to demonstrate that frenetic steering

is capable of pattern recovery. The performance of the algorithm is discussed in Section

VI B, i.e. mostly how the success depends on n (the training set size), and k (the number

of patterns).

Let us illustrate the algorithm by considering paths on the oriented graph of Fig. 1(b).

Remember that the paths are observed until the system leaves the state it is in at time T .

The path (5, 0, 3) leaves a pattern so that we are in situation (1), and we, therefore, decrease

the value of the activity parameter a(0, 3). The path (3, 5) never visits a pattern so we are

in situation (2), and we, therefore, increase the value of the activity parameters a(3, 5) and

a(5, 0). The path (3, 5, 0) has a residence time smaller than the minimal residence time. It

never leaves the pattern before time T and is present in the pattern at time T but the actual

residence time is smaller than the desired residence time. We are therefore in situation (3)

and we decrease the activity parameter a(0, 3).

Looking at Figs. 3(a)–3(b), we take 3 as the initial state, which is an element of basin B1.

Then, a ‘typical’ path before ‘learning’ would look like the one in Fig. 3(a): the system

does not really care to stay in the pattern x1 = 0. When the learning step is performed, a

‘typical’ path looks like Fig. 3(b), and the system stays in the pattern once it has arrived

there.
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FIG. 3: ‘Typical’ path for a random walker on the disentangled system shown in Fig. 1(b) both

before and after the learning.

VI. PERFORMANCE

A. Performance of disentangling

As we start the performance analysis for complete graphs, for reasons of symmetry,

we like the basins emerging after disentangling to be of similar size. To check, we

generate 100 tournaments (orientations of the complete graph) and for each of these

tournaments, we run the algorithm described in Section IV. We thus obtain 100 dis-

entangled systems. The size of a basin |B| is the number of its vertices, not including

the pattern vertex, and with the applied algorithm we reach an average size equal to N/k−1.

We consider the average difference Ddis in the sizes of the basins

Ddis =
1

k(k − 1)/2

k∑
i=1

k∑
j=i+1

∣∣|Bi| − |Bj|
∣∣ (6)

and the performance is considered better for lower Ddis. Fig. 4 shows the average of Ddis

for the 100 disentangled systems mentioned above for N = 1000 states as a function of

the number of patterns k. Note that when N = km for some integer m, then Ddis is

minimal because most of the basins have the same size m. If not, the basins get different

sizes because it is numerically just not possible for them all to have the same size. In

general, the performance remains really good. It takes approximately half a second for the
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FIG. 4: Ddis of (6) for systems with 1000 states as a function of the number of patterns.

disentanglement algorithm to finish on a standard PC for a tournament with N = 1000, k =

10.

We also consider the relative average difference in the sizes of the basins, meaning to

multiply Ddis with k/(N − k). In Fig. 5 we show this relative average difference in the sizes

of the basins for systems with k = 5 patterns as a function of the number N of states.

Again, we show the average of this average for the 100 disentangled systems. The minima

are (again) for a number of states that is a multiple of the number of patterns. When the

number of states gets smaller than 20 the relative average difference becomes larger because

then some basins become empty and also the average size of the basins becomes smaller.

For an increasing number of states, the relative average difference decreases because the

average size of the basins increases.

The algorithm can be applied to any oriented graph but above, the performance was

tested only for tournaments. We next check when we randomly erase a fraction of the edges

of the complete graph.

In Table I the average over 100 disentangled systems of Ddis is shown as a function of the

fraction of arcs present for systems with 50 states and 5 patterns. Note that for this situation

10k = N and so Ddis is minimal in case of a tournament. We conclude that good results are

still possible, but as can be expected, Ddis increases for stronger dilution.
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FIG. 5: The relative difference Ddis · k/(N − k) for systems with 5 patterns as a function of the

number of states.

fraction of arcs kept 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Ddis 0.574 0.208 0.104 0.040 0.056 0.040 0.000 0.008

TABLE I: Difference Ddis as a function of the fraction of arcs present for systems with 50 states

and 5 patterns.

B. Performance of frenetic steering

We start the walker from each state of the system and we look if it is in the (correct)

pattern at time T and stays long enough in the pattern. If that is the case, a success is

recorded; otherwise a failure. We define the performance as the number of successes divided

by the number of times we let the system evolve: Pfren = fraction of successes.

We generate 10 tournaments and for each of those, we do the disentanglement. We thus

obtain 10 disentangled systems. On each of those 10 disentangled systems, the frenetic

steering is executed following the algorithm of Section V. We always show the average of

Pfren over these 10 random walks.

As a first remark, increasing the driving value ε always leads to better results; see

Table II where we show the performance Pfren. That should not be surprising. In what
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exp(ε) 5 6 7 8 9 10

Pfren 0.662 0.694 0.752 0.776 0.818 0.844

TABLE II: Pfren for a complete graph with N = 50 states and 10 patterns for small values of ε.

The value a is given in (5) and a training set size of 200 is taken.
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FIG. 6: Pfren for systems with N = 1000 states as a function of the number of patterns for different

values for the training set size n.

follows we work with ε = 5 so that we have a ' 1.64 as initial activity parameter; see (5).

In Fig. 6 we plot Pfren for systems with 1000 states as a function of the number of patterns

for different values of the training set size n. For every value of n, Pfren decreases with an

increasing number of patterns. That is how it should be and, in more detail, is probably
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due to the fact that for larger basins, the algorithm will more often attempt to decrease

the escape rate out of the pattern. Naturally, Pfren increases for higher values of n; see Fig. 6.

On a standard PC, the algorithm finishes in about 8 seconds for a disentangled system

obtained from a tournament with 1000 states and 10 patterns.

VII. CONCLUSION

The morphology or physical chemistry of the brain is not leading to anything intelligent

when passive. Instead, in biological information–processing, we are dealing with nonequilib-

rium systems, well-outside the perturbative regime of close-to-equilibrium considerations.

In the present paper, we give up the idea that patterns are stored “energetically,” as

parameters in the interaction potential between neurons. We have introduced the concept

of frenetic steering for the recall of a pattern. In the first learning step, the disentangling

models the nonlocal division of brain regions, where each component connects various

neuronal conditions. They are obtained starting from random but active wiring of the

brain. Once the regions get formed, the frenetic steering organizes the recall in each region,

in the spirit of the Hebb rule where the synaptic strength between neighboring vertices

or cells that are part of a signaling pathway is increased. Indeed, the frenetic steering is

making changes to the time-symmetric activity parameters in the transition rates. Those

parameters give weights to connectivities and they are able to modify the occupation

statistics exactly because of the (random) background driving.
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